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EliteManufacturers
Elite Dynamics software solutions are designed specifically for the 

holiday park industry. It doesn’t matter if you’re a manufacturer, 

supplier or holiday park, our range of dynamic management solutions 

will boost efficiency and effectively manage production.  

Two of our solutions – EliteCRM for Manufacturers and EliteFinance 

for Manufacturers - have been developed wholly based on the 

considerations and requirements of the holiday home manufacturing 

industry to improve the way you work.

Both products are powered by the latest Microsoft Dynamics 

technology and real- time customer and supply chain information can 

be accessed at any time, from any location and on any device, thanks to 

our modern cloud based, mobile enabled technology.
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Giving you rich insight and increased visibility into your business 

operations, streamlining your processes and having the flexibility to 

improve your operations across front office, production, and customer 

service, our advanced suite of products can digitally transform your 

business. 

In one simple, easy to use platform, manufacturers and suppliers can 

keep up with the pace of change within the holiday park industry and 

have the tools to support the future growth of the sector. 

Fully integrated accounting and business 

management solution. The next generation 

of accounting helps you achieve full control 

of your finances giving you a complete 

picture of your business.

Unique blended training 

and support programme 

for Elite customers.

Bring data to life with our powerful 

cloud-based business intelligence 

tool, which connects and protects 

sources of data, transforming them 

into coherent, visually immersive, and 

interactive insights.

An industry focused CRM system 

developed to help manufacturers 

drive sales of holiday homes; 

automate processes; and enhance 

and manage relationships with 

holiday park customers, distributors, 

and direct customers.
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EliteCRM 
for Manufacturers

As befits a demand-led industry, EliteCRM for Manufacturers has been 

designed to improve supply chain management and visibility, streamline 

processes, maximise customer engagement, empower employees to 

work more efficiently, and increase sales conversion for maximum 

profitability. 

Our fully integrated customer relationship management (CRM) solution, 

EliteCRM for Manufacturers runs alongside existing systems, such as 

finance packages to customer service and administration platforms like 

Office 365, and is powered and backed up by the very latest Microsoft 

Dynamics technology.

All of your sales, marketing, customer service and field service 

information is accessed on one simple to use automated, cloud-based, 

Streamline and optimise your 
business processes and enhance 
relationships with your customers. 

mobile-enabled platform, which is fully scalable to support future 

growth. Employees across all areas of the business can follow the 

customer journey; from initial design to warranty and after-sales service 

helping to exceed customer expectations at every step of the sales cycle. 

As all customer data is captured on one central dashboard, it can be 

easily analysed, and employees can produce and create reports, with 

a minimum number of clicks, at any time and from anywhere. As well 

as providing valuable management data, you will be able to monitor 

customer buyer behaviour and identify future sales opportunities. 

Developed with holiday home manufacturers in mind, EliteCRM for 

Manufacturers will help you drive sales of holiday homes and enhance 

and manage your relationships with customers and distributors. Our 

software solution will transform your core operations and digitise your 

business using the most advanced technology on the market, leaving you 

more time to sell more effectively. 

Simple and easy to use Available at any time, from any 
location, with any device

Access information 
in real-time

A true 360-degree perspective 
of your sales, marketing and 

customer service activity

Market leading automation Full integration with Office365



Key features
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Sales Management

B2B sales process

B2C sales process

Automated lead capture

Integrated electronic document signature

Defined sales cycle

Quote, order, invoice

Enhanced customer reporting

Field Service

Automated resource management, allocation 
and scheduling

Warranty claim to work order allocation

Real-time resource tracking using GPS

Inventory management

Effectively manage and distribute resources

Full visibility of your resources skills and 
characteristics

Real-time resource tracking

RMA’s/RTV’s

Timesheets and expenses

Customer Service and 
Warranty Claims

Warranty claims process

Chargeable claims process

Feedback and problem process

Automated data capture

Integrated webforms

Warranty to sale identification

Customer park analysis

Unit and model details

Portal to manage claims via park or dealer

Automated customer journey management

Marketing

Campaign management

Campaign reporting, including open rates, 
clicks, unsubscribes

Marketing lists

Surveys

Website analysis

Reporting & Analysis

Charts and dashboards

Dynamics list

Realtime data
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EliteFinance 
for Manufacturers

Built on Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central, EliteFinance for 

Manufacturers is an all-in-one business management application to 

help manage cash-flow more efficiently, with built-in intelligence when 

and where you need it.

In order to keep up with the pace of change within the wider holiday 

park industry, EliteFinance for Manufacturers gives you a holistic view 

of your business to make more informed decisions and gain greater 

financial control. All aspects of your operational and accounting, plus 

billing and reporting requirements are catered for within one fully 

integrated single application.

The next generation of accounting 
and business management software 
for holiday home manufacturers. 

Simple and easy to use Available at any time, from any 
location, with any device

Access information 
in real-time

Increase financial visibility 
across your holiday park 

operation

Reduce administrative 
workloads and boost efficiency

Gain greater financial control Deliver projects on time and 
under budget

Designed to help you control costs, centralise banking and customer 

transactions, and forecast and support future growth, EliteFinance for 

Manufacturers provides you with the tools you need to understand 

the financial position of your business at any point in time; including 

accessing historical data to make timely, smarter, and more accurate 

business decisions. 

If you are a modern holiday home manufacturer looking to gain 

in-depth control of your finances and enhance efficiency of business 

tasks and processes, whilst maintaining data and financial compliance, 

then EliteFinance for Manufacturers – recognised by HMRC - is the 

software solution for you. 
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Key features

Sales Ledger

Sales order management and invoicing

Sales invoice discounts

Built in credit control to send reminders for 
overdue debt

Payment handling

Receivables reporting, including ageing of 
debtors

General Ledger

Create and report on multiple cost and profit 
centres

Set up rules on dimension combinations to 
ensure analysis levels are followed

Set up your own personalised P&L and balance 
sheet structure

Budget vs actual analysis and reporting

Customisable financial reporting

Allocate and reconcile g/l balances within the 
system

Recurring journals and deferral templates 
to automate deferring revenue, accruals and 
prepayments

XBRL reporting

Bank Accounts

Manage multiple bank accounts across multiple 
currencies

Bank statements import tool

Auto match functionality to reconcile accounts

Create direct debit collections

Fixed Assets

Manage your fixed asset register, whilst 
integrating with the general ledger

Track and manage acquisitions, depreciation, and 
disposals of fixed assets

Set up your own depreciation book based on your 
chosen method

Allocate percentages of fixed asset transactions 
across multiple departments

Reclassify or split a fixed asset into multiple 
assets

Purchase Ledger

Purchase order approval and management

Automated workflow

Purchase line pricing and discounting

Bulk suggested vendor payment runs

BACS file creation

Dynamic access to purchase information across 
any time period

Inventory

Create individual items directly from a receipted 
purchase order

Set your own costing method and reorder 
planning

Use item journals to adjust inventory levels and 
costs

Item tracking and substitutions

Use item attributes to add custom data available 
for filtering and reporting

Warehousing

Order promising

Calendars

Campaign pricing

Cycle Counting

Put away

Warehouse receipt

Warehouse shipment

Standard cost worksheet

Warehouse management systems

Internal picks and put aways

Automated data capture system

Bin setup

Manufacturing

Production orders

Production bill of materials

Version management

Agile manufacturing

Basic supply planning

Demand forecasting

Basic capacity planning

Machine centers

Finite loading



Get in touch
Elite Dynamics has a proven track record 

of increasing both revenue streams and profit 

margins, whilst reducing operational overheads inherent 

with running inefficient business systems. Our solutions 

have been designed alongside key industry players, and we are fast 

becoming recognised as the thought leaders in the holiday park industry. 

If you are a holiday park industry operator looking for a consulting partner 

with both an intimate knowledge of the holiday park industry, and 

a wealth of Microsoft Dynamics experience, then book a 

demonstration or contact us for a no obligation chat 

to see how we can help. 

www.elitedynamics.co.uk
info@elitedynamics.co.uk | +44 (0)161 641 8926


